Microbial genomes can be assembled from short-read sequencing data, but the assembly contiguity of these metagenome-assembled genomes is constrained by repeat elements. Correct assignment of genomic positions of repeats is crucial for understanding the effect of genome structure on genome function. We applied nanopore sequencing and our workflow, named Lathe, which incorporates long-read assembly and short-read error correction, to assemble closed bacterial genomes from complex microbiomes. We validated our approach with a synthetic mixture of 12 bacterial species. Seven genomes were completely assembled into single contigs and three genomes were assembled into four or fewer contigs. Next, we used our methods to analyze metagenomics data from 13 human stool samples. We assembled 20 circular genomes, including genomes of Prevotella copri and a candidate Cibiobacter sp. Despite the decreased nucleotide accuracy compared with alternative sequencing and assembly approaches, our methods improved assembly contiguity, allowing for investigation of the role of repeat elements in microbial function and adaptation.
De novo generation of finished metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) for bacteria and archaea is a longstanding goal in microbiome research. As existing metagenomic sequencing and assembly methods do not usually yield finished bacterial genome sequences, genome drafts are formed by grouping or 'binning' similar contigs. This approach has produced enormous collections of bacterial genomes and substantially expanded our appreciation of the microbial world [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Binning quality largely relies on the size and contiguity of the underlying assembly. As assembly contiguity increases, the sensitivity and specificity of genome binning are improved, because fewer, larger contigs need to be grouped to form each genome. Advances in sequencing and assembly technologies, including read-cloud sequencing, have improved MAG quality 5 , but remain limited in their ability to correctly place repeat sequences.
Repeat elements can range in size from tens of base pairs to hundreds of kilobases 6 . Long reads can span entire common repeat elements such as miniature inverted repeat transposable elements, transposons, gene duplications and prophage sequences. Recently, nanopore and PacBio long-read assembly methods have been applied to the gut and other microbiomes 7, 8 . However, the application of long-read methods to analyze gut microbiomes has been hindered by the lack of efficient methods to extract high molecular weight (HMW) DNA from stool. Standard bead beating can result in extensive shearing, and although solid phase reversible immobilization (SPRI) bead 'cleanup' steps remove DNA fragments in the low hundreds of base pairs, this often fails to enrich for DNA fragments that are sufficiently large to scaffold across bacterial repeat elements. Gentle bead beating can reduce shearing, but might fail to extract DNA from organisms that are difficult to lyse. Thus, there is a need for methods to extract long fragments of DNA that can span repetitive elements from both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria to overcome limitations in genome assembly 6 .
We present a workflow for nanopore sequencing of stool samples, including protocols for DNA extraction and genome assembly ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Our DNA extraction protocol is adapted from extraction methods for cultured bacteria 9 , and comprises enzymatic degradation of the cell wall with a cocktail of lytic enzymes, then phenol-chloroform extraction, followed by RNAse A and Proteinase K digestion, gravity column purification and SPRI size selection. This approach produces microgram quantities of pure, HMW DNA suitable for long-read sequencing from as little as 300 mg of stool. Our bioinformatics workflow, Lathe, uses a long-read assembly based approach, rather than a hybrid assembly method such as OPERA-MS, which was recently reported 8 . Input long-read data can be generated by either nanopore or PacBio technologies. Lathe combines existing steps for basecalling, long-read assembly and polishing with refined approaches for misassembly detection and genome circularization (Methods).
We first sought to test whether we could assemble closed bacterial genomes by using a standard ATCC 12-species mixture (Methods) that comprises both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. Due to the low concentration of HMW DNA present in the lyophilized cell material provided and the reduced contamination in this synthetic mixture compared with stool samples, we omitted the digestion and gravity column steps for DNA extraction (Methods) and obtained 401 ng of HMW DNA (Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 2 ). We used nanopore sequencing and obtained 30.3 gigabase pairs (Gbp) of long-read data with a read N50 of 5.9 kilobase pairs (kbp) (Supplementary Table 2 ) containing all 12 constituent species in approximately even relative abundances after correction for genome length (Fig. 1 ). Taxonomic classification of long reads demonstrated that read-length distributions vary between organisms ( Fig. 1 ) from a minimum read N50 of 2.3 kbp (Fusobacterium nucleatum) to a maximum of 8.5 kbp (Bacteroides fragilis), perhaps a consequence of slight variations in response to lysis, extraction, lyophilization or storage. Gram-positive bacteria (red crosses, Fig. 1 ), which generally have a thicker peptidoglycan cell wall than Gram-negative bacteria, are not categorically depleted in relative abundance.
Assembly using Lathe yielded a total assembly N50 of 4.6 Mbp and total length of 48 Mbp, in agreement with the known total reference length ( Supplementary Table 3 ). Lathe achieved a higher assembly N50 than other long-read assembly tools (1.6-to fourfold improvement) and hybrid assembly tools (two-to nine-fold improvement) ( Supplementary Table 4 ). By contrast, assembly with Letters NaTure BioTeChNoLogy SPAdes 10 of a 7.7 Gbp public short-read dataset from the same mixture produces an assembly N50 of 133 kbp. Assembly with Lathe of nanopore data, randomly downsampled to equal the smaller total size of the short-read dataset, yielded an N50 of 3.3 Mbp, a 25-fold improvement over the short-read assembly.
Of the 12 bacteria in the mixture, seven were assembled into single contigs and shown to be complete by alignment to available closed reference sequences ( Fig. 1 ). Three more genomes were assembled into four contigs or fewer. The most incomplete assembly contained 83% of the genome in a single contig. Our assembly contains large-scale inversions in Bacteroides vulgatus and Enterobacter cloacae relative to reference genome sequences. These were retained after multiple misassembly removal steps as the assembled inversion breakpoints were each spanned by multiple long reads. These inversions are flanked by homologous regions >20 kbp in length; this makes determining the true orientation of the inverted segment extremely challenging and, thus, we are unsure whether this represents an error in our assembly or the reference sequence. MetaQuast 11 comparison of available closed reference genome sequences to our assemblies after consensus refinement with long reads, short reads or combined long and short reads indicates that short-read refinement is sufficient for error correction (Supplementary Note 1), but we have included the option of combining both forms of correction for cases of sparse short-read coverage in the Lathe workflow.
Next, we applied our methods to two human stool samples that were previously used to evaluate short-read and read-cloud sequencing and assembly approaches 5 , here referred to as samples P1 and P2-A, as well as a stool sample collected 15 months after the first sample from individual P2; we refer to this second sample as P2-B. Our extraction approach yielded at least 1 µg of pure HMW DNA per 300 mg of input stool mass for all samples (Supplementary Table 1 ). We tested the potential generalizability of the extraction approach on canine and murine stool samples and obtained similar yield, purity and fragment size across all samples tested ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ).
After nanopore sequencing, we obtained a total of 12.7, 6.1 and 7.6 Gbp of long-read data for samples P1, P2-A and P2-B, respectively (Supplementary Table 2 ) with read N50 values of 4.7, 3.0 and 3.0 kbp (Supplementary Table 2 and Supplementary Fig. 3 ). DNA from these samples was extracted before the incorporation of MetaPolyzyme into our approach, so it is possible that taxa that are difficult to lyse may be underrepresented. Nonetheless, taxonomic composition of reads obtained through this version of our approach had higher Shannon diversity when compared with reads from samples extracted with mechanical lysis and short-read sequencing (Fig. 2 ). Specifically, we recovered all genera detected by more than 200 short reads and there was no categorical depletion of typically lysis-resistant Gram-positive organisms ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). Per-species read-length distribution for organisms occurring in the natural samples was less variable than in the synthetic bacterial mixture ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). We observed a prominent 3-4 kbp subset of reads classified as Escherichia coli in all samples and a second 12-15 kbp subset of reads classified as Enterococcus faecalis in the defined bacterial mixture ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). These reads originate from sequences with high identity to phage and are not found in a PacBio library prepared from the same extraction, suggesting contamination of nanopore libraries with phage DNA.
Assembly with Lathe yielded whole-assembly N50 values of 236, 221 and 179 kbp and total assembly sizes of 139, 83 and 87 Mbp for samples P1, P2-A and P2-B, respectively. Employing a strategy to improve metagenomic assembly of related communities 12 , we coassembled samples P2-A and P2-B and obtained a 1.7-fold increase in assembly N50 (384 kbp) and a 1.3-fold increase in total assembly size (112 Mbp) (Supplementary Table 5 ). In comparison, short-read assembly yielded assembly N50 values of 34 and 15 kbp for P1 and P2-A, in spite of a three-to six-fold higher input (total bases) of raw read data, and read-cloud assembly yielded N50 values of 116 and 12 kbp in P1 and P2-A. However, read-cloud and short-read assemblies were between 1.5-and 2.1-fold larger in total than corresponding nanopore long-read assemblies, likely due to the much greater volume of raw data in these datasets (Supplementary Tables 2  and 5 ). Sequencing with PacBio produced an assembly that was much more fragmentary than that produced by nanopore sequencing and assembly with Lathe, likely due to more variable coverage with PacBio sequencing (Supplementary Note 2).
After binning contigs from nanopore, read-cloud and short-read approaches to form draft genomes 5 , drafts were scored as 'High Quality' or 'Partial' based on completeness, contamination, and presence of 5S, 16S, 23S ribosomal RNA and transfer RNA loci 1 . Completeness and contamination were assessed using checkM 13 , a tool that evaluates for presence of single-copy core genes; while broadly applied and useful, circumstances have been documented where estimates of completeness and contamination are inaccurate 14 . The long-read approach produced bins with much higher contiguity than the read-cloud approach, at lower cost, ( Fig. 2 , Supplementary Fig. 6 and Supplementary Table 6 ), yielding several high-quality genomes with N50 over 2 Mbp, whereas the read-cloud approach yielded only one and the short-read approach yielded no bins with N50 values greater than 0.55 Mbp. Nanopore sequencing assembled several single-contig, high-quality genomes from each sample, including genomes for Dialister sp., Faecalibacterium prausnitzii, Oscillibacter sp. and P. faecium, all of which had fragmentary read-cloud and short-read assemblies ( Fig. 2 and Supplementary  Fig. 7 ). Notably, our approach produced a circular genome for P. copri, an organism that lacked a closed reference until recently 7 , in spite of extensive previous efforts to assemble it and other members of the genus 15 . Several bins in the P1 read-cloud assembly were absent from nanopore bins, likely due to their low coverage depth (3-40×), resistance to lysis or cooccurrence with closely related community members.
We then sought to evaluate the generalizability of our extraction and nanopore sequencing approach and to test whether this HMW DNA extraction approach generated taxonomically concordant results compared to conventional bead beating. With MetaPolyzyme incorporated in the lysis stage, we applied the two extraction approaches to ten additional stool samples from healthy adults (samples A-J). An adequate amount of size-selected DNA was obtained from all ten of the samples using the HMW DNA extraction approach. While we attempted to obtain sufficiently sizeselected DNA for nanopore sequencing from DNA extracted with bead beating for a subset of the stool samples, we were only able to obtain adequate DNA from one sample ( Supplementary Fig. 8 ). Nanopore sequencing of the HMW extracted DNA yielded 13 to 27 Gbp of raw long-read data with read N50 values ranging from 1.4 to 5.2 kbp, which was combined with comparatively light coverage of 1.9 to 3.6 Gbp of short-read data for consensus refinement and determining taxonomic composition (Supplementary Table 2 ). Nanopore sequencing on the sample that had sufficient bead-beaten DNA yielded a read N50 of 2.5 kbp and 6.3 Gbp of data, compared to 2.7 kbp and 15.9 Gbp for nanopore sequencing of a HMW extraction on the same sample. Both extraction methods yielded similar taxonomic compositions when nanopore sequenced ( Supplementary  Fig. 9 ). Nanopore and short-read data were classified and compared across samples (Supplementary Figs. 10 and 11 and Supplementary  Table 7 ). On log-transformed read counts of all 596,300 species classified, we measured an overall correlation (Pearson r = 0.79) between the two approaches. The number of read counts ranged from 1 to 5.7 × 10 6 , with a mean of 620 ( Supplementary Fig. 12 ). Of the 18,642 instances of a ten-fold or greater difference in relative abundance of a particular species between the two approaches, our approach yielded the higher relative abundance in 95% of cases, suggesting the potential for greater taxonomic sensitivity by our method. Individual organisms demonstrate varying read-length distributions in some cases. c, Circos plots demonstrate the relative assembly contiguity of the nanopore versus short-read assembly approaches. Nanopore sequencing and assembly (colored outer ring) outperforms short-read assembly (black inner ring), producing complete genome assemblies (small black inner dots) in seven of 12 cases, with a further three assembled in four contigs or fewer. Numbers indicate genome size in megabases. Note that complete assemblies may contain one apparent break due to differing linearization breakpoints in reference and assembly sequences. Fig. 2 | Per-organism assembly contiguity, diversity and taxonomic read composition in two healthy human stool microbiomes. a, Species-level Shannon diversity is shown for the sequence datasets obtained. Higher diversity is found in libraries prepared with the present DNA extraction method. Relative species-level abundances are shown for a conventional workflow consisting of bead-beating extraction and short-read sequencing, as well as the present workflow consisting of HMW DNA extraction and long-read sequencing. b, Contiguity is expressed as per-bin N50 divided by per-bin length (the total length of sequences assigned to the bin). As bin assembly approaches completion, the quantity N50 divided by bin length approaches one, regardless of genome size. Nanopore sequencing and assembly (blue, purple) demonstrates higher assembly contiguity than read-cloud (gold) and short-read (green) approaches. For all organisms achieving assembly N50 of at least 500 kbp or a complete genome draft by any approach, genome draft quality and contiguity are shown for long reads, read clouds and short reads. Shapes indicate draft quality. Asterisk marks a genome later annotated as putative Cibiobacter.
While 3,566 classifications made by the bead beating and short-read approach were undetected by the present approach, our approach made 72,989 classifications undetected by the bead-beating and short-read approach. Across the ten samples, we obtained assemblies ranging in total length between 48 and 207 Mbp and assembly N50 between 51 and 120 kbp, the two generally inversely correlated (Supplementary Table 5 ). This is slightly reduced compared to the assemblies obtained from human stool samples P1 and P2, likely due to our use of the Flye assembler in place of Canu, incurring much lower computational cost in exchange for a modest reduction in contiguity (see Methods and Supplementary Table 4 ). In situations where high contiguity is desired, such as attempts to generate a complete, closed genome of a novel taxon or when sensitive detection of structural variants or horizontally transferred intrachromosomal genomic regions is desired, Canu may be the preferred assembler. Alternatively, when aiming to obtain as many high-quality genome bins as possible and cost is a higher priority consideration, Flye may be the preferred assembler. This sequencing and assembly approach is capable of generating closed, circular genomes (Table 1) . However, as we learned from our sequencing and assembly experiments with the mock mixtures, fully assembled genomes often evade circularization from their initial linear form. In the context of mock mixtures, the ground truth is known; however, in natural samples where a ground truth is lacking, it is difficult to determine whether genomes that do not circularize are truly 'full genomes' 14 .
For example, from the three stool samples that were assembled with Canu (P1, P2-A and P2-B), our approach yielded eight highquality, single-contig bacterial genomes and a maximum of five from a single sample (P1), compared to zero from short-read and read-cloud approaches 5 . Lathe achieved precise circularization for five of these genomes. Closed genomes ranged in coverage depth between 75× (Oscillibacter sp.) and 785× (P. copri), and were largely structurally concordant and similar in sequence to existing published genome sequences ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ), although in some cases, we note extensive strain divergence. For example, our closed Dialister sp. genome exhibits multiple large-scale inversions relative to the available reference concordant with previous read-cloud and short-read assemblies 5 .
The circular P. copri genome (Fig. 3a) is especially notable, as our own previous attempts using read clouds, short reads and synthetic long reads to assemble these communities also had limited success with this organism, never exceeding a genome N50 of 130 kbp in spite of attempts with coverage depth in excess of 4,800×, as well as with downsampled datasets 5 . While this is a report of a P. copri genome from a human sample, recently the first single-contig P. copri genome was reported using a nanopore approach on cow rumen 7 , supporting the use of longer reads in solving these difficult assemblies. The difficulty of assembling the P. copri genome stems from its high degree of sequence repetition. Previous assembly of repetitive k-mers in P. copri identified five repeat sequences with high identity to known transposase sequences 5 , and additional annotation with Prokka 16 reveals additional insertion sequence transposases. The location of these high copy number elements is resolved in our circular assembly, and often fall at the locations of breaks in previous short-read and read-cloud assemblies of P. copri.
Noting high strain divergence between our circular F. prausnitzii genome and available references, we attempted to improve classification using 16S rRNA gene classification. Top hits for all six 16S rRNA sequences fell between Gemmiger formicilis (average of 98.11% identity) and Subdoligranulum variabile (average of 98.19% identity), compared to only 92.63% identity with F. prausnitzii type strain 16S rRNA sequences, indicating that this genome may be a member of the recently described Cibiobacter clade 17 and may represent a closed genome for this genus (Fig. 3b ). We identified five putative phage in the closed assembly, ranging in length from 8.5 to 65.9 kb. Additionally, we obtained a total of 11 fully circularized, singlecontig genomes from the set of ten samples that were assembled with Flye (samples A-J, Table 1 ). Among these is another completed Prevotella genome belonging to a species closely related to CAG:386 (92% draft aligned at 98% identity) representing a completed reference for this species. In total, we obtained 19 high-quality genomes, 16 of which had an N50 of over 1 Mbp and 12 had N50 over 2 Mbp ( Supplementary Fig. 13 ). An additional 22 genomes met these criteria with minimum completeness reduced to 75%. In total, 1,219 genome drafts with contamination <5% were recovered, ranging in completeness from 0.31 to 100% with a mean of 23%.
However, even well covered genomes can fail to assemble when they have high identity with other organisms in the community, as Lathe cannot construct an unambiguous representation of a single contiguous genome from a highly interconnected assembly graph ( Supplementary Fig. 14) . Additionally, assembly contiguity remains closely tied to the DNA fragment length, and while the high read lengths achieved by our approach improve assembly contiguity over short-read approaches, further improvement in extraction methods will be necessary to achieve the longer read lengths needed to fully resolve clusters of highly related genomes and longer structural variants. Our extraction method has been demonstrated to more reliably extract HMW DNA from samples than bead-beating approaches do, thus offering many advantages for completing and circularizing genomes, but it does have extraction biases for different bacterial species that will necessitate further investigation. Gentler bead-beating approaches may also yield HMW DNA, but at the expense of potentially failing to extract DNA from difficult to lyse organisms. Therefore, standard bead beating remains the best approach for accurately measuring relative abundances of taxa. As short-read polishing improves assembly quality (Supplementary Note 1), reads used for polishing can inform relative abundance.
In the past several years, assorted molecular and computational approaches have been described for generating more complete genomes from metagenomes. Read-cloud sequencing with Athena assembly is advantageous in situations where DNA is scarce, as the input requirement is ~100-fold lower than that required for standard long-read sequencing approaches. This can be particularly helpful when studying low biomass samples, such as clinical samples. At present, limited comparisons between hybrid assemblers and long-read assembly followed by short-read polishing have been made. Based on the concepts that underlie these two approaches, hybrid assembly may be preferred in situations where low-coverage long-read sequence data is available.
In conclusion, we anticipate that our approach will enable the mapping of horizontally transferred gene segments, such as prophage, into specific genomic contexts. This may help to illuminate how structural strain variation within the microbiome may link to microbial function 18 . Furthermore, this approach enables the proper placement of repetitive genetic elements, as exist in the genus Prevotella, where such variations can be important in bacterial metabolic phenotypes 19 . Improved references in this group and elsewhere will facilitate study of diverse gut microbiomes across global populations by allowing investigation into the complete functional repertoire and potential phenotypes of individual microbes, even when these organisms are difficult to culture or occur in complex communities. We expect that advances in metagenomic DNA extraction methods, long-read sequencing, assembly algorithms and epigenetic modification detection 20 will further improve the quality of MAGs, causing a profound shift in the effectiveness and resolution of metagenomic assembly.
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Methods

Subject recruitment. Two healthy adult volunteers were recruited at Stanford
University under an IRB-approved protocol (principal investigator, A. Bhatt). Ten healthy adults were recruited at Stanford University as a part of one of two IRB-approved protocols for tissue biobanking (PIs, A. Bhatt and V. Henderson). Informed consent was obtained for all human subjects. Animal stool samples were collected from a Great Pyrenees housepet dog and an 8-10-week-old female Balb/c(J) mouse obtained from the Jackson Laboratory. The discarded mouse stool samples were obtained as a part of an approved laboratory animal use protocol (PI, S. Artandi). We have complied with all relevant ethical regulations.
Sample processing. Stool samples were placed at 4 °C immediately on collection, and processed for storage at −80 °C the same day. Stool samples were aliquoted into 2-ml cryovial tubes with no preservative. Samples were stored at −80 °C until extraction.
Stool DNA extraction. Short-read and read-cloud libraries were prepared as previously described 5 . Briefly, DNA was extracted from samples P1 and P2-A with the Qiagen Stool Mini kit using standard bead-beating mechanical lysis. For read-cloud libraries, this was then size selected at 10 kbp with a BluePippin (Sage Science).
For HMW extraction, approximately 0.7 g of frozen stool was aliquoted into 2-ml Eppendorf tubes (Eppendorf) with a 4-mm biopsy punch (Integra Miltex and suspended in 500 µl of PBS (Fisher Scientific) with brief gentle vortexing. Then, 5 µl of lytic enzyme solution (Qiagen) and, for the mock mixture and stool samples from the ten subject healthy adult cohort, 10 µl of MetaPolyzyme (Sigma Aldrich; reconstituted in 750 µl of PBS) was added and the samples were mixed by gentle inversion six times, then incubated for 1 h at 37 °C. Next, 12 µl of 20% (w/v) SDS (Fisher Scientific) was added with approximately 100 µl of vacuum grease (Dow-Corning) functioning as phase lock gel. Then, 500 µl of phenol-chloroform isoamyl alcohol at pH 8 (Fisher Scientific) was added, samples were gently vortexed for 5 s and centrifuged at 10,000g for 5 min with a Legend Micro 21 microcentrifuge (Fisher Scientific). The aqueous phase was then decanted into a new 2-ml tube.
Next, DNA was precipitated with 90 µl of 3 M sodium acetate (Fisher Scientific) and 500 µl of isopropanol (Fisher Scientific) for 10 min at room temperature. After inverting three times slowly, samples were incubated at room temperature for 10 min, then centrifuged for 10 min at 10,000g. The supernatant was removed and the pellet was washed twice with freshly prepared 80% (v/v) ethanol (Fisher Scientific). The pellet was then air dried with heating for 10 min at 37 °C or until the pellet was matte in appearance, and then resuspended in 100 µl of nuclease-free water (Ambion, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Next, 1 ml of Qiagen buffer G2, 4 µl of Qiagen RNase A at 100 mg ml −1 and 25 µl of Qiagen Proteinase K were added, the samples were then gently inverted three times, and then were incubated for 90 min at 56 °C. After the first 30 min, pellets were dislodged by a single gentle inversion.
One Qiagen Genomic-tip 20/G column per sample was equilibrated with 1 ml of Qiagen buffer QBT and allowed to empty by gravity flow. Samples were gently inverted twice, applied to columns and allowed to flow through. Three stool extractions were combined per column. Columns were then washed with 3 ml of Qiagen buffer QC, then DNA was eluted with 1 ml of Qiagen buffer QF prewarmed to 56 °C. Eluted DNA was then precipitated by addition of 700 µl of isopropanol followed by inversion and centrifugation for 15 min at 10,000g. The supernatant was carefully removed by pipette and pellets were washed with 1 ml of 80% (v/v) ethanol. Residual ethanol was removed by air drying 10 min at 37 °C. This was followed by resuspension of the pellet in 100 µl of water overnight at 4 °C without agitation of any kind.
DNA was then size selected with a modified SPRI bead protocol as described in ref. 21 , with minor modifications: beads were added at 0.9×, and eluted DNA was resuspended in 50 µl of water. The concentration, purity and fragment size distribution of extracted DNA was then quantified with the Qubit fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific), Nanodrop (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and TapeStation 2200 or 4200 (Agilent Technologies), respectively (Supplementary Table 1 ). All steps were carried out at room temperature unless otherwise stated.
Defined mixture DNA extraction. For the defined bacterial mixture, two aliquots of lyophilized cells were obtained (item MSA-2006, ATCC) and resuspended in 500 µl of PBS. With 2.4 × 10 8 cells provided, this gives a total theoretical mass of available DNA of approximately 2.2 µg before size selection, with 1 µg of sizeselected HMW DNA required for long-read library preparation. Due to the extremely limited DNA available, as well as the lower purification requirements of this sample compared to stool, the HMW DNA extraction protocol was carried out as described above omitting the digestion and Genomic-tip purification steps. Samples were then quantified as above.
Sequencing. Extracted DNA samples were prepared for long-read sequencing with the Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) Ligation library preparation kit according to the manufacturer's standard protocol with the addition of continuous gentle mixing during the ligation incubation step. Stool libraries were sequenced with the ONT MinION sequencer using rev C R9.4 flow cells, allocating one flowcell per sample. The defined bacterial mixture and each of the ten healthy adult samples was allocated one revolution of a D R9.4 flowcell. The sequencer was controlled with the MinKNOW v.2.2.12 software running on a MacBook Pro (model A1502, Apple), with data stored to a Vectotech 2Tb solid-state hard drive. Sequencing runs were scheduled for 48-60 h, and allowed to run until fewer than ten pores remained functional. After sequencing, data were uploaded to the Stanford Center for Genomics computational cluster for analysis. Stool sample short-read libraries were prepared and sequenced as described previously 5 . The 250-bp paired-end ATCC mixture short-read data were supplied by OneCodex. The PacBio long-read library was prepared and sequenced with one SMRT cell on a Sequel sequencing instrument (Pacific Biosciences) according to the manufacturer's standard protocol by the University of California Davis Genome DNA Technologies Core.
Sequence assembly. Lathe generates raw basecalled data using Guppy v.2.3.5 and produces two subassemblies in two separate runs with either Flye v.2.4.2 with the -meta parameter, or Canu v.1.8 using the -nanopore preset parameter 22 . In either case, the two runs differ by the estimated genomeSize parameter, provided as 50 and 100 m for Canu, or 100 and 250 m for Flye. The two separate assemblies are then merged with quickmerge v.0.40 (ref. 23 ) with parameters -lm 40000 -c 5 -hco 10, polished with either Racon v.1.3.2 (ref. 24 ) and Medaka v.0.6.1 (ref. 25 ) or a parallelized version of Pilon v.1.22 (ref. 26 ) for long-or short-read consensus refinement, respectively, then circularized. To parallelize Pilon, necessary for application to metagenomic assemblies, reference sequences are divided into 100kb segments, short reads aligned to each segment downsampled to 50× coverage depth and Pilon is then used to detect errors within the reference and read subset. These errors are then aggregated across all subset runs and used to generate a refined consensus with bcftools v.1.9-107 (ref. 27 ). Errors found in homopolymers were identified with an in-house script. Sequences were then binned and annotated as previously described 5 .
Lathe applies two methods to evaluate circularity and precisely locate the genome wrap-around point in single-contig genomes, which we term circularization. The first method detects over-circularized contigs, which are those genome contigs assembled beyond the wrap-around point of the circular chromosome resulting in redundant sequences at the contig termini. This is done by self-alignment with nucmer v.3.1 (ref. 28 ) followed by analysis by a custom script. The second attempts to assemble a contig spanning across the two ends of a candidate genome. This is done by collecting reads aligning to the termini of the candidate genome, assembling with Canu, then aligning the resultant spanning contig to the candidate genome and testing for alignment consistent with a closed circular genome. The last method is conceptually similar to an existing approach 29 , but differs primarily in its parallelized implementation of spanning contig assembly and detection, which achieves a large reduction in runtime.
To detect misassemblies, Lathe searches for locations in the assembly spanned across by one or zero long reads, indicating either a total lack of support for true contiguity or support from only a single possibly chimeric read. It does this by breaking the genome into windows smaller than the average read length, then measuring coverage within each window from reads spanning the entire window. With no misassembly, an assembly produced from a given readset will have all windows spanned by the assembled reads. A misassembly within a given window will cause read alignments to be soft-clipped at the misassembly breakpoint, preventing read alignments from spanning across the breakpoint and therefore the window. Contigs are then broken at identified misassembled sites before final output generation.
Lathe was compared to the long-read assemblers miniasm v.0.2 (ref. 30 ) Ra v.0.2.1 (ref. 31 ), wtdbg2 v.2.2 (ref. 32 ) and Flye v.2.4.2 (ref. 33 ), as well as the hybrid assemblers OPERA-MS 8 and hybridSPAdes v.3.13.0 (ref. 34 ), for the two healthy human stool (samples P1 and P2-A) ( Supplementary Table 4 ). For hybrid approaches, we supplemented the long-read datasets with the short-read datasets previously generated for these samples 5 . Default parameters were used for all assembly approaches. Assembly N50, total size and longest contig were calculated with Quast v.5.0.0 (ref. 11 ). Lathe can be found at https://github.com/bhattlab/lathe/.
Genome analysis.
Binning was performed and evaluated as previously described 5 .
Genomes were compared to reference sequences by alignment with Mummer 28 . Long and short reads were taxonomically classified with Kraken 35 , and Shannon diversity was calculated with vegan 36 . We note that classifiers developed for short reads of uniform length do not correct for the variable read length of long reads, counting relative read counts and not relative number of bases sequenced, which may slightly bias relative abundance results. rRNA presence was determined with Barrnap v.0.9 (ref. 37 ). Gene count and insertion sequence transposase count was determined with Prokka v.1.13.3 (ref. 16 ). For P. copri, additional insertion sequence locations were determined by mapping previously identified P. copri insertion sequences 5 to the circular genome. Putative phage regions were identified with PHASTER 38 . Figures were generated with ggplot2 v.3.2.1 (ref. 39 ). Downstream analysis workflows can be found at https://github.com/bhattlab/metagenomics_workflows/.
Novel species identification.
Classifications for the unknown genome assembled in sample P1 and shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1 as F. prausnitzii were attempted with BLAST v.2.9.0 (ref. 40 ) against the NCBI Genbank database 41 , 16S identification
